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QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE 

 
Q1.  Two whole numbers whose sum is 144 cannot be in the ratio:   

A. 3:4                           B. 5:7                                    C. 3:5                                 D. 4:5  

Q2. In a ratio, which is equal to 3 : 4, if the antecedent is 12, then the consequent is: 

A. 10                            B. 16                                     C. 20                                  D. 22  

 

Q3. The ratio of ducks and frogs in a pond is 37:39 respectively. The average number of ducks and frogs in  

 the pond is 152. What is the number of frogs in the pond? 

A. 148                         B. 152                                    C. 156                               D. 144  

 

 Q4.   48 percent of first number is 60 per cent of the second number. What is the respective ratio of the  

first number to the second number? 

A. 4:7                           B. 3:4                                    C. 5:4                               D. cannot be determined  

 
Q5.   (98360 + 25845 – 36540) ÷ 2500 = ? 

A. 36.585                        B. 30.082                         C. 32.085                            D. 35.066 

 

 Q6..      1, 9, 25, 49, ?, 169 

A. 10                               B. 64                                 C. 121                                 D. None of these 

 

 Q7. .      3, 23, 43, ?, 83, 103 

A. 33                              B. 53                                   C. 63                                  D. 73 

 

 Q8. The sum of two consecutive numbers is 55, which is the largest number? 

A. 25                            B. 28                                       C. 26                                D. 27 

 

Q9.  When 3626 is divided by the square of a number and the answer so obtained is multiplied by 32, 

     the final answer obtained is 2368. What is the number ? 

A. 7                               B. 36                                      C. 49                                 D. 6 

 

Q10.     24% of 250 + ?% of 240 = 120 

A. 25                            B. 40                                      C. 30                                  D. 45 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



REASONING 

 
1. After walking 6 kms, I turned right and travelled a distance of 2 kms, then turned left and covered a 

distance of 10 km. In the end I was moving towards the north. From which direction did I start my journey? 

A. North                  B. South                     C. South-West            D. North-East 

  

2. Raju who is facing east, turns 1000 in the anti-clock-wise direction and then 1450 in the clock-wise 

direction. Which direction is he facing now? 

A. South-East                    B. South                     C. North-West                   D. West 

 

3. What is the angle between the two hands of a clock when the time shown by the 

    clock is 5.30 p.m. ? 

    A. 00                                 B. 50                            C.30                                    D.150 

 
4. A monkey starts climbing up a tree 20ft. tall. Each hour, it hops 3ft. and slips back 2ft. How much time 
would it take the monkey to reach the top? 
A 21 hours                        B 12 hours                  C 18 hours                      D 15 hours 
 
5.   K is brother of T. M is mother of K. W is brother of M. how is W related to T?  

A maternal uncle          B paternal uncle        C grandmother           D uncle 

 

Q.6 to 8.Read the following information carefully and answer the  question given below:-   

In a certain code:- “raveena is a good listener” is written as “ga lo na be ta”,  

“good listener become very famous” is written as “lo ye ho ga ka”, 

 “branch become raveena home” is written as “ye hi to na”, 

  “home is very famous” is written as “to ta ho ka”. 

 

Q.6.What is the code for “listener”? 

 A. be or ga                        B. lo or ho                   C. lo or ga                         D. ga or ka      

 

Q.7. Which word is the odd ? 

 

A. trivial                            B. unimportant            C. important                   D. insignificant 

 

Q.8. Parts : Strap :: Wolf : 

A. Flow                             B. Animal                       C. Wood                          D. Fox 

 

Q9. If dinner is served on the same day as plants are watered, which of the following is correct ? 

A. Plants are watered on Tuesday    B. Floors are polished on Thursday   C. Plants are watered on 

Wednesday.                     D. Floors are polished on Wednesday. 

 

Q10. Paw: Cat::Hoof: ? 

A.Lamb             B. Horse          C. Elephant               D. tiger 

 

 



 

ENGLISH 
 

Directions (1-5): Choose an appropriate word/words from the options to suitably fill the blank in the 

sentence below so that the sentence makes sense, both grammatically and contextually.  

 

Q1. He ___himself a stiff drink before making his statement to the police offer. 

A. threw                       B.filled                C.poured                            D.sipped 

 

Q2. The actor wants to ___ his teenage son from media glare. 

A.renounce                  B.abandon                  C.promote                   D. avoid 

 

Q3. High prices did not give the RBI much ___ to cut rates even though moderation in economic growth 

was suggested. 

A. room             B. city                C. state             D. nation 

 

Q4. The game has begun after half of India plunged ___ darkness. 

A.into               B. for                 C. to                  D. by 

 

Q5.  You should act bravely difficulties. 

A. in the hope of               B. in the rear of              C. in the face of 

D. in the teeth of 

 

Directions (6-7): In the questions given below choose the word most opposite in meaning to the given 

word and mark it in the Answer-Sheet.  

 

Q6.  IGNORE 

 

A. frenzied              B. encroach             C. avoid                    D. elaborate  

 

Q7. ACCORD  

A. give                    B. grant                   C. reject                    D. involve 

 

Directions (8-10): In question below out of the four alternatives, choose the one which can be 

substituted for the given words/sentence and mark your answer.  

 

 

Q8. He is of a very affable nature 

A. pleasant         B.humble               C. irritating                   D. quarrelsome 

 

Q9. Someone who offer himself to do something without being paid.  

A. Volunteer     B.leader     C.preacher           D. servant 

 

Q10. The doctor who treats skin diseases 

A. cardiologist      B. dermatologist      C. gynaecologist      D. credulous 



 

Q11. The chairman is ill and we’ll have to __________the meeting for a few days.  

A. Put on   B. Put of    C. Put away   D. Put off  

 

Q12. The cat and the dog have a ___________enemy in the rat.  

 

A. Same    B. Common       C. Mutual           D. Similar 

 

Q13. He told me that he ___________watching the movie.  

A. Is finished   B. Was finished     C. had finished      D. Not finished  

Direction: Some parts of the sentences are correct but some are incorrect, find the incorrect ones. 

 

Q14. Ram was (A)/ senior to  (B)/ Sam in college. (C)/ No error (D) 

 

Q15. Supposing if  (A)/  it rains (B)/  what shall we do ? (C)/ No error (D) 

 

Q16. The capital of Yemen (A)/ is situating (B)/ 2190 meters above the sea level. (C)/ No error (D) 

 

Q17. It was him (A)/ who came running (B)/ into the classroom. (C)/ No error (D) 

 

Q18. The captain along with his team (A)/ are practicing very hard (B) / for the forthcoming match. (C) No 

error (D) 

 

Q19. Meaning of Abandon: 

A. Forsake     B. Keep    C. Cherish       D. Enlarge 

 

Q20. Meaning of Cease: 

A. Begin    B. Stop     C. Create     D. Dull 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



GENERAL AWARENESS 

 
             Q1 to Q6 (Read the questions properly and tick the appropriate answers) 

Q1.Who is the father of Management ? 

A.Peter F. Drucker    B. Leo Tolstoy    C.Charles Darwin    D.Ada Lovelace 

 

Q2.Which of the following is not the branch of MBA? 

             A.Horticulture    B.HR    C.Finance    D.Marketing 

 

Q3.Which of the following is not the functions of management ? 

A.Planning  B.Controlling    C.Directing    D.Calculating  

 

      Q4.The product control  is achieved through what ? 

      A. Control Charts   B. Accepting sampling Plans   C. Both 1 & 2    D. None of the above.  

 

Q5.The appointment of Labour Welfare Officer in indian industry was recommended primarily by 

which of the following ? 

A. The contract Labour   B. The industrial disputes act 1947  C. The Royal Commission on Labour 

1931     D. Shri VV GIRI Committee.  

 

Q6.Which one of the following is true for value marketing ? 

A. Offering consumers lesser quality at a low price  B. Reasonable quality at a fair price 

C. High quality at a low price     D. Luxury quality at a high price. 

 

Q7.The firm may go for defensive advertising as per which one of the following approaches ? 

A. Percentage to sales approach   B. Return on investment approach 

C. Competitive parity approach      D. Objective and task approach 

 

Q8. Who proposed the balance theory of attitude formation ? 

A. Festinger     B. Fritz  Heider     C. Charles Osgood and Percy Tannenbaum   D. Rosenberg 

 

Q9. When employees work longer days in exchange for longer weekends or other days off, it is 

called  

A. Flexy Time     B. Job sharing   C. Compressed work week   D. Extended timing 

 

Q10. What is “Block Chain “ in the field of information technology ? 

A. Motherboard protection device.  B. Protection of details of electronic transactions 

C. Taking random snaps of electronic transactions  D. Blocking continuous electronic transactions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


